We provide a unified picture of the domain wall spectrum in supersymmetric QCD with N c colors and N f flavors of quarks in the (anti-) fundamental representation. Within the framework of the Veneziano-Yankielowicz-Taylor effective Lagrangian, we consider domain walls connecting neighboring chiral symmetry breaking vacua, and we take the quark masses to be degenerate. For N f /N c < 1/2, there is one BPS saturated domain wall for any value of the quark mass m. For 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1 there are two critical masses, m * and m * * , which depend on the number of colors and flavors only through the ratio N f /N c ; if m < m * , there are two BPS walls, if m * < m < m * * there is one non-BPS wall, and if m > m * * there is no domain wall. We numerically determine m * and m * * as a function of N f /N c , and we find that m * * approaches a constant value in the limit that this ratio goes to one.
Introduction
In recent years, several groups have studied domain walls in supersymmetric quantum chromodynamics (SQCD) in the framework of the Veneziano-Yankielowicz-Taylor (VYT) effective Lagrangian [1] . This Lagrangian is not an effective Lagrangian in the usual Wilsonian sense, but it it is expected to describe the vacuum structure of SQCD. If the masses of the quark matter fields are degenerate, the VYT effective action takes the form of a Wess-Zumino model in terms of the chiral superfields Φ, representing the glueball superfield, and X, representing the quark matter. The effective Lagrangian has N c chiral symmetry breaking vacua and an additional chiral symmetry conserving vacuum. The spectrum of the domain walls connecting two adjacent chiral symmetry breaking vacua was found to depend on the number of colors N c , the number of flavors N f , and the common mass of the quarks m. In Ref. [2] , domain walls were studied in several models with N f = N c −1. In the cases of N c = 2, 3 and 4, it was found that for small quark mass m, there are two BPS saturated domain walls interpolating between two adjacent vacua. Above a first critical mass m * , these BPS walls combine and form one non-BPS wall. If the mass is higher than a second critical value m * * , there is no domain wall left; the two adjacent vacua can only be connected by a two wall configuration passing through the chiral symmetry conserving vacuum. In Ref. [3] it was found that for any theory with N f /N c < 1/2 there is one BPS wall connecting adjacent chiral symmetry breaking vacua both in the small m limit and in the large m limit.
The purpose of this work is to provide a unified description of the domain wall spectrum of the VYT effective Lagrangian for any value of N c and N f . One key observation we make is that, with a canonical Kähler potential, the static solutions to the equations of motion take the form φ = φ(N c z, m, N f /N c ), χ = χ(N c z, m, N f /N c ).
(1)
Here φ and χ are the scalar components of the superfields Φ and X respectively. Theories with different values of N c but identical ratios of N f /N c have domain wall solutions that differ only by a scale factor N c . Therefore, only theories with mutually prime values of N c and N f need to be considered. Theories for which N c and N f have common divisors are related to theories with lower values of N c and N f . We also make use of the fact that BPS states lie in shortened multiplets of the centrally extended supersymmetry algebra. Only two shortened multiplets can combine to form one regular multiplet, and therefore the number of BPS saturated domain walls can only change by a multiple of two when the mass parameter is continuously varied [4] . For small values of m, we show that if N f /N c < 1/2 there is one BPS wall, and if 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1 there are two BPS walls. It then follows that the number of BPS walls is odd for any value of m if N f /N c < 1/2, and even for any value of m if 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1. Note that this is fully consistent with the previous results in Refs. [2, 3] .
Even though the single BPS wall at small m for N f /N c < 1/2 can not disappear when the mass is increased, one can not exclude the possibility of the appearance and subsequent disappearance of a new pair of BPS walls at intermediate values of m. We therefore perform a numerical study of this class of theories, and find that such an exotic event does not occur.
For theories with 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1, the fact that the number of BPS wall is even does not block the disappearance of the pair of degenerate BPS walls that exist at small m. Indeed, in the specific cases previously studied [2] this happens at the mass m * . We also perform a numerical study of the theories in this class, and find that the prototype behavior found in Ref. [2] is valid in general. These theories all have a critical mass m * at which the two BPS walls combine to form a non-BPS wall, and a second critical mass m * * , where the non-BPS wall disappears. It is clear from the general form of the static solutions in Eq.(1) that the values of m * and m * * only depend on N f and N c through the ratio N f /N c .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the VYT Lagrangian as an effective description of SQCD. Next, in Section 2 we discuss domain walls in the VYT model, followed by the presentation of our numerical results in Section 3 and 4. We first show that in the theories with N f /N c < 1/2 there is one BPS wall for all values of m. Then, for the theories with 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1, we determine m * and m * * as a function of N f /N c . In the final section we discuss how our results depend on some of the assumptions we made, and to what extend the results we derived in the context of the VYT effective action apply to SQCD.
Supersymmetric QCD and the VYT effective Lagrangian
The fundamental Lagrangian describing SQCD, extensively discussed in for example the review [5] , takes the form
Here color indices have been suppressed, and i = 1, . . . , N f is a flavor index. The vector superfield V contains the gauge bosons and gauginos, and Q i andQ i are the quark chiral superfields transforming respectively under the N c andN c representations of the SU(N c ) gauge group. In addition, g is the gauge coupling, and m ij is the quark mass matrix. If N f ≤ N c − 1 then the theory has a dynamically generated superpotential. In the absence of a quark mass, the model has a SU(N f ) ⊗ SU(N f ) ⊗ U(1) V ⊗ U(1) A ⊗ U(1) R global symmetry at the classical level. The U(1) R symmetry is broken down to the discrete symmetry Z 2N by an anomaly.
It is further broken down spontaneously to Z 2 when a gaugino condensate (tr λλ) is formed.
The VYT effective Lagrangian proposed in Ref. [1] and modified in Ref. [6] to properly realize the discrete anomaly free Z 2N symmetry, provides a partial description of SQCD with N f < N c at low energy in terms of the composite chiral superfields
The superpotential of the model, which is constructed to reproduce the anomalous Ward identities of SQCD, takes the form
The VYT effective Lagrangian is not an effective theory in the usual Wilsonian sense. It does not describe all relevant low energy degrees of freedom, but it reproduces Green's functions involving only the Φ and the M fields [6] . We take the quark mass matrix to be diagonal and degenerate, m ij = mδ ij . We then assume that for the purpose of studying the vacuum structure and domain walls, we can take M ij = X 2 δ ij . In terms of X, the superpotential reads
The Kähler potential is not uniquely determined by symmetry considerations alone. For now, we take it to have the canonical form
In Section 5 we will comment on how our results may change with a different form of the Kähler potential. The kinetic terms for the scalar components are
and the scalar potential is (Λ = 1 from here on)
This potential has N c chiral symmetry breaking vacua
which correspond to SQCD gaugino condensates
Apart from the chiral symmetry breaking vacua there is also a symmetric vacuum with φ = 0 and χ = 0, corresponding to vanishing gaugino condensate [6] . In Ref. [7] it was argued that such a chiral symmetry conserving vacuum does not satisfy a discrete anomaly matching condition in SQCD. In [8] on the other hand it was argued that discrete anomaly matching conditions do not exclude the chirally symmetric vacuum.
Domain walls in the VYT effective Lagrangian
Domain walls are static field configurations that interpolate between two vacua. They are solutions to the static Euler-Lagrange equations
It can be checked that the solutions to these equations take the form of Eq.(1). We will refer to the theory with N c colors and N f flavors as (N c , N f ). It is clear that theories with the same ratio of N f /N c have domain walls that only differ by a scale factor. BPS saturated domain walls [9] in the VYT model satisfy the first order equations
Solutions to the BPS equation have an "integral of motion"
which does not depend on the space coordinate z.
We consider domain walls interpolating between adjacent vacua. For definiteness we take the vacua for k = 0 and k = 1. Evaluation of the constant of motion I in these two vacua provides the value of the phase δ in the BPS equation,
and the BPS bound on the energy of the interpolating domain wall is
We parametrize the domain wall profiles in terms of four real functions by means of
If the domain wall profiles have reflection symmetry with respect to their center, then the integral of motion (13) evaluated at the center (z = 0) yields the following relation between the values of R 0 ≡ R(0) and ρ 0 ≡ ρ(0)
Note that N c and N f enter in Eq.(18) only through the ratio N f /N c , and there is no dependence on m. A BPS saturated domain wall in the theory (N c , N f ) correspond to a point on a curve defined by Eq.(18) in the ρ 2 0 versus R 3 0 plane. There is one such curve for every value of N f /N c . In order to determine exactly where on the curve the point is located, the BPS equation needs to be solved explicitly. When the mass m is varied and the domain wall remains BPS saturated, the point representing the wall will move along its curve.
We now consider the small mass limit m ≪ 1, as previously discussed in Refs. [10, 3] . In this limit the field Φ can be integrated out by imposing the condition ∂W/∂φ = 0. In the resulting theory, which only contains the field X, there is one BPS wall interpolating between the k = 0 and k = 1 vacua. This wall corresponds to the maximum 1 of the curve ρ 2 0 versus R 3 0 defined by Eq.(18). However, for certain values of N c and N f there is a second possible BPS wall in the small mass limit for which φ ≡ 0. This wall corresponds to the point
As ρ 0 is a modulus and therefore larger than or equal to zero, the second BPS wall is only present when N f /N c ≥ 1/2. We thus see that for small m there is one BPS saturated wall if N f /N c < 1/2, and there are two BPS walls if 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1. Therefore, if N f /N c < 1/2 the number of BPS walls must be odd for any value of the mass parameter m. In particular, the wall at small m can not just disappear. Similarly, if 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1, the number of BPS walls must be even. This allows the possibility of the simultaneous disappearance of the pair of BPS domain walls that exists at small m.
We illustrate this analysis in Fig. 1 for the theories with N c = 5 and N f = 1, 2, 3 and 4. We draw the four curves given by Eq. these triangles start to move along the curve. How they move is a dynamical question which can only be answered by explicitly solving the BPS equations. It is clear though that they have to remain on their curve, they have nowhere else to go. In principle, there is no a priori argument that precludes the appearance of a new pair of BPS walls. As we will show in Section 3, this does not occur. For N f = 3 and 4 there are two triangles on the curves. As we will show in Section 4, when m is increased, the two triangles start to move towards each other, and at the critical value m * they meet at the point on the curve indicated by a circle. They then combine to form a non-BPS wall.
3
The case N f /N c < 1/2
The existence of one BPS wall at small m for theories with N f /N c < 1/2, in combination with the fact that the number of BPS walls modulo two is conserved, implies that the number of BPS walls in this class of theories is odd for any value of m. In order to determine whether any new pairs of BPS walls or additional non-BPS walls appear when m is increased from zero, we performed a numerical simulation of all the theories in this class with N c ≤ 8. We simulate the second order equations of motion on a lattice. The scalar fields are kept fixed at the two vacuum expectation values at the two ends of the lattice. The size of the lattice is chosen to be much larger than the width of the walls, and at the same time the lattice spacing is chosen much smaller than the width. An initial configuration interpolates between the two vacuum expectation values but does not satisfy the static equations of motion. We add a friction term to the equations of motion so that the system dissipates energy and relaxes to a minimum energy state. We also explicitly checked that the solutions obtained did not cross the branch cut of the logarithm appearing in the scalar potential (8) . We then calculate the energy of the final configuration and compare to the BPS bound. We repeat this procedure for each theory starting at low values of m and following the walls as m is increased. In order to see if more than one wall exists, we also repeat the procedure with various initial conditions. We find that for the theories in the class N f /N c < 1/2 there is only one BPS saturated domain wall for any value of m. In Fig. 2 we show some representative examples of BPS domain walls for the (5,1) theory and various values of m. Following the domain wall in this theory in Fig. 1 , it starts on top of its curve at m = 0, and then moves along the curve towards smaller values of R 3 0 when m is increased. BPS wall disappears. We perform a numerical simulation of all theories in the class 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1 with N c ≤ 8, and find the same sequence in each theory. The theories we simulated provide a sample of values of N f /N c that covers the whole allowed range of 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1. We therefore conclude that the theories in this class, not just the ones with N c ≤ 8, behave qualitatively in the same way. Of course, the actual values of m * and m * * depend on N f /N c . In Fig. 3 we show how the difference between the energy of the domain wall and the BPS bound depends on the mass m in a representative case, the (5,3) theory. We have indicated the scales m * and m * * , and we also plot the sum of the energy of the two BPS walls that connect the two vacua for k = 0 and k = 1 through the intermediate vacuum at φ = 0 and χ = 0,
Below m * , the energy of each of the two possible walls is equal to the BPS bound. When the mass is increased above m * , the energy of the non-BPS wall starts to increase and tends towards E 2W . In fact, at a scale below m * * the energy of the wall exceeds E 2W . However, at that point there is still a sphaleron barrier, and the wall is meta-stable. The height of the barrier decreases as the mass approaches m * * , and when the mass is equal to m * * , the non-BPS wall ceases to exist. Let us pause briefly to account for the kink in between m * and m * * appearing in Fig. 3 . At this value of the mass parameter m the wall changes rapidly from a shape resembling the BPS configuration, to a shape more similar to a two wall configuration approaching the vacuum in the middle.
In order to find m * numerically, we start with a small value of the mass parameter m for which the energy of the domain wall configuration does not differ significantly from the BPS bound. The initial configuration determines which of the two possible walls we obtain; this does not matter. Then we gradually increase m and determine m * as the value of m for which the energy of the wall differs significantly from the BPS bound.
In Table 1 we present the numerically determined values of the critical mass m * for the (N c , N f ) theories with N c ≤ 8. We also plot the logarithm of m * as a function of the ratio N f /N c in Fig. 4 . We are not able to determine m * numerically for N f /N c > 4/5 because its value becomes too small. However, from Fig. 4 it appears that this critical mass goes to zero in the limit N f /N c → 1.
In order to determine the critical mass m * * , we use the following procedure. For a fixed value of m we calculate the minimum energy E for field configurations interpolating between the given vacua subject to a constrained value of R 0 . If m is just above m * , a plot of E versus R 0 shows a minimum and a maximum, corresponding to a non-BPS domain wall and a sphaleron, respectively. As m increases the minimum and the maximum move towards each other and become less pronounced. We determine m = m * * as the value of m were the maximum and the minimum coincide.
For higher values of m, the energy E increases monotonously with R 0 , which means that the non-BPS wall has disappeared and the minimum energy configuration is formed by two walls connecting through the chirally symmetric vacuum.
In Fig. 5 we illustrate this procedure for the (5, 4) theory. The numerically determined values of the critical mass m * * for various (N c , N f ) theories are presented in Table 2 . In Fig. 6 we plot m * * versus the ratio N f /N c . It can be seen from this figure that in the limit N f /N c → 1, m * * tends to the constant value m * * ≈ 1.83.
Discussion
We derived our results in the context of the VYT effective Lagrangian. To what extend these results are valid for SQCD therefore depends on how well the VYT effective Lagrangian describes the vacuum structure of SQCD. An interesting dis- cussion of this issue is given in Ref. [8] .
In addition, we assumed that the Kähler potential for the fields Φ and X has the canonical form (6) . The tension of the BPS walls does not depend on the Kähler potential, but the shape of the domain walls and quantities such as the critical masses m * and m * * do depend on its details. It is instructive to see what happens in the case of a simple deformation of the Kähler potential,
After rescaling z ′ = z/α, X ′ = √ βX, m ′ = m/β and Λ ′ = Λβ N f /(3Nc−N f ) , the static equation of motions of the scalar components are cast back into exactly the same form they have when α = β = 1, and our results apply to the primed quantities. Note that in principle both α and β can depend on N f and N c , and not necessarily only through the ratio N f /N c . Even when more complicated deformations of the Kähler potential are introduced, it is expected that the qualitative picture remains intact. In particular, for any value of m, the number of BPS walls will remain odd for N f /N c < 1/2, and even for 1
The difference in the domain wall spectrum of the theories with N f /N c < 1/2 and the theories with 1/2 ≤ N f /N c < 1 poses the following question. What happens when the mass of one of the quark flavors in a theory with N c = 3 and N f = 2 is Figure 6 : The critical mass m * * versus the ratio N f /N c . It can be seen that m * * approaches a constant value in the limit N f /N c → 1. Extrapolating from our calculated points we find this limiting value to be m * * ≈ 1.83.
moved to infinity? The theory with two degenerate masses has an even number of BPS walls. If the mass of one of the quarks is taken to infinity while the other mass is kept finite, the heavy quark can be integrated out and the theory with N c = 3 and N f = 1 is obtained. However, this latter theory has only one BPS wall. This change in the number of BPS walls seems to be inconsistent with the argument that the number of BPS walls can only change by a multiple of two when a mass parameter is varied continuously. Obviously, one of the assumptions of the argument is violated. We intend to come back to this issue in a future work. 2.51 Table 2 : Numerically determined values of the critical mass m * * . The symbol 'x' indicates that the corresponding theory has one BPS wall for any value of the mass parameter m and therefore there is no m * * .
